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ABSTRACT
The Philippines today faces a serious oroblem
of poverty caused by underproduction* The major
causes of underproduction are low income, agricultural
tenancy, and general lack of adequate Information on
modern farming techniques*
Ironically, of the three, the problem of lack
of adequate information, which appears to be the eore
of all the problems existing in Philippine agriculture,
is the least attended to*
Of the many media of mass communication, film
and television may be particularly effective in
disseminating information to the rural areas by
virtue of their unique persuasive and pedagogical
advantages*
The effectiveness of film and television as
vehicles of communication can be found in the
results of many research studies made by experts
of the media*
Through the examples of countries having
made use of the media of film and television
effectively, it is perhaps possible that the
Philippines can also profit from their use in
bringing about information on modem farming to
the rural areas*

▼ill
IKTftODUCTlQK
One of the moat engrossing problems of the
Philippines today is poverty*

This fact alone

Impresses a tragic spirit upon the lives of many
Filipinos*

The irony of it is that the Filipino

people possess lands so rich in potentiality, and
yet they suffer from underproduction*

The

production potential of the country^ farmlands
has hardly been tapped*
poorly*

Lands are utilized

Hence, the failure to produce enough

to satisfy the requirements of normal per
capita consumption*
Together with the problem of poor
utilization of lands and natural resources,
is the lack of technical knowledge on the
various aspects of modern farming methods*
Self-sufficiency could be attained if the
Filipino farmers were adequately informed of
the various means of utilizing the advancements
made in modem science And technology*

Purpose o£ th£ study
The crux of the agricultural problems In the
Philippines today is the general lack of adequate
information among farmers on the new and improved
agricultural techniques.

While various means

could be used to disseminate valuable agricultural
Information to rural areas of the country, the
media of film and television are particularly
the most effective.
The effectiveness of film and television
as communication tools has been proven In many
research studies conducted in the United States
as well as in other countries of the world.^
Film and television, as two interdependent and
interwoven media, tend to complement each other
in the mass communication scheme.

The time-

liness and immediacy of television would naturally
lend itself to the news function, the communicating
of Information about the environment! while the
film medium would lend itself to study and
reflective purposes.
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These two together could

perform a vital function in the fostering of

knowledge on modern farming among Filipino
farmers*
Because the media of film and television are
more accessible to Filipino farmers now than ever
before, they should be utilized more extensively
and properly*
The thesis of this paper, therefore, is that
film and television, which are believed to enjoy
unique pedgagogical and persuasive advantages by
virtue of presentation of concrete visual materials
could help tremendously in the dissemination of
agricultural information to farmers of the
Philippines, If properly utilized*
The first chaster of this oaper deals with
the background and presentation of the three most
important problems in agriculture in the
Philippines*
The second chapter deals with the discussion
and evaluation of the three agricultural problems
presented in Chapter 1*
...

*

The third chapter presents substantial
evidence that the nedia of film and television
have been effectively used by other countries in
impasting factual information, and the last
chapter deals with the oresenttatlon. of
conclusions and recommendations*

CHAPTER 1
PBOBfcBHH RELATING TO AGHICULTURE lb HURAt,

mmsmss.
Ssmssahissl &M.

Agrlcultur»l Bftofegrownd

Th« Phllippina® oonslata of 7,10? Island*,
429 of which are aorc than a square mile In area*
The largest Island is Luzon, with an area of
42,000 square miles.

The total area Is 115,000

square miles, and the total area Including
territorial waters Is 694,490 square miles*
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Forty-two per cent of the land area is
forest and so far noncommercial*
per cent is under cultivation*

Thirty-five
The main

agricultural products are rice, corn, coconuts,
aagar and heap.4
The 30,000,000 Filipinos who Inhabit the
itiands are offsprings of many races*

The

Phlllpolnes has 8? native languages*
The Filipinos are largely an agricultural
people*

More than four-fifths of the population

live in the rural areas*

Agricultural activities

account for more than one-third of the national

2
incoae*

Here than two-thirds of the total labor

force ts employed In agricultural activities*^

i£. MSlSMSMSL
The problems of the Philippine social
economy are basically the problems of the farmers*
Seven out of every ten Filipinos derive their
livelihood from farming and live in rural areas*
Behind these simple facts, however, social
conditions have been developing into a national
crisis for many decades*

These conditions are

summed up In the mass poverty among the farm
population today.

The Irony of it is that while

a comparatively small set of non-producers, middle¬
men, and traders live In comfort, the farmers,
who do the bulk of work in agriculture, live
in misery and want*

This is fui'ther exemplified

by the multiplicity and intensity of human needs
and desires that modern education, coTimunlcation,
and salesmanship have so effectively created.
Many factors, some rooted in the colonial
background of the country, contribute to the
complex conditions prevailing in Philippine
agriculture*

For the purpose of this paper,
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only the primary ones will be mentioned*
1* Low Income »

With an annual increase of

2*2 per cent in population and an average size of
5 members per farm household, the average income
of a farmer’s family is estimated at less than
?700«00*a year* The average per caoita income
of industrial workers is estimated at ^1440.00
per annua and the average national per capita
income is placed at f3kl%00 per annum*^
Tenancy - Of the 1,638,000
farmers in the country, 775*000 rent all or
part of the land they farm#

In the principal

rice and com producing provinces, the percentage
of tenancy is higher than 60$ on the average#
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*

IftcR of Adequate Information - While

seven out of ten people are reported by current
census and statistics as being able to read and
write, over ninety per cent

have never attended

or heard of government-initiated demonstrations
or seminars on modem agricultural practices
such as use of fertilizer, control of pests and
diseases, and use of modern rice culture practices.
e One peso <?1#00) is equivalent to
approximately one fourth of a U.S. dollar {25flO#
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These factors, as well as others, have, over
the years, acted as a heavy drag on the country^
eoonoay*

They have choked the productive Impulse

and held back economic progress.

Among the

peasantry, these factors have engineered a dark
sense of hopelessness*

In certain areas,

particularly Central Luzon, the situation gave
rise to organized dissidence and communistinspired open revolts against the government*
In order to fully understand the nature of
the three problems presented, and to be able to
correlate them with the roles of film and
television

in solving these problems, each

will be discussed separately in the next chapter*

CHAPTER 1
DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION 0£ 2gg THBEE AGRICULTUBAL

gaOBLE»S IN THE PHILIP PINM

&££ issaaa
Despite the governmentfs efforts to Increase
agricultural production> the per capita Income of
farmers and agricultural workers in the country
is low compared to the per capita income of
industrial workers#
Farm incomes In the Philippines are
generally low because of the following factorsi
1* Low yield of crops - The average yield
per hectare* of rice is 26.1 oavans**and 11.3
9
cavans per hectare of com.
Low yields are generally caused by*
a) Failure to employ improved methods
of production, such as seed selection, proper
control of peats and diseases, use of fertilizers,
and irrigation.
b) Poor and improper management of land and
other resources of the farmer.

* One hectare is equal to 2.2 acres.
** One cavan It equal to approximately 3 bushels.
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c) Poor conditions of soil, topography,
molstur®, and climate*
2* Uneconomical size of farm units - Accord¬
ing to the Census of Agriculture, the average size
of farm in the Phllipoines is 3»**9 hectares*

For

rice farms, the average size is 3«09 hectares and

,

2*16 hectares for com*
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It is erroneous to assume that all the
wonders of science and advancements of production
could be applied very well to farms which are
too small or scattered over the countryside in
small nieces*

For this reason, measures for

higher production cannot be effected*
3* Lack of capital and adequate credit
facilities for production purposes - The
Inability of farmers and their organizations to
secure credit on easy and tolerable terms has
impeded progress towards the achievement of
Increased levels of production and has caused
dissatisfaction among the agricultural sector,
particularly the tenants*
4. Inefficient marketing system - It is
one thing to produce agricultural products
efficiently and another to makket them effectively*

7
The government agencies have failled to seize the
Initiative in marketing and distribution of farm
products due either to apathy on the part of the
farmers or to mishandling of proper marketing
procedures of the agencies concerned*

Accor ting

to Roperoat*
Almost one-third of the country*s
far® products, notably rice and com, go
to alien warehouses every harvest•season*
Only about
are purchased by government
corporations like the NARIC, FaCoMa, and
ACCFA* More than one-fourth of the farmers
sell their products to middlemen, while
only one-tenth go directly to consumers*
Thus, about 8k% of the national agricultural
products inevitably fall into the hands
of third parties, majority of whoa are
aliens* Conseuq&ntly, not only prices
of b^slc commodities get to be exhorbitant,
but artificial shortage become a fixed
feature of our economy*
Agricultural Tanancr
The problem of low income has perhaps a
great deal to do with the centuries-old tenancy
problem in the country*
An underlying cause of tenancy is uneven
distribution of oapltal*

The need and motivation

to farm is often greatest among those who do not
have the necessary finances*

Tenancy dates b&ck at least 500 years In
the Philippines.
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Tenure Systems existed even

during the pre-Spanish era.

It Is said that

during the pre-3panish times, the civilized
Malay traveled to the Islands in a large, swift
native boat called "barang&y" In e^ch boat ms
a "data* or chief, with his followers.1-^

They

formed a village, deriving leadership from and
paying taxes to the

,,

dat^.,,

Land was distributed

among the members of the oomamnity, but ownership
remained with the headman*
14
According to Hester and Mabbun,
The barangay system was maintained
for sometime daring the Spanish regime.
..Inter* however, large tracts of land
were awarded to Spanish citizens of
the Philippines. Filipinos living
in the villages and towns on grants
"went with the land." The land grants,
called "encomiendas,, were ruled by
the holders called "encoaienderos."
The system soon degenerated to oppressive
feudalism.

As Jernegan writes,^

The first insurrections against
Spanish rule were caused by the
hardships of the tribute which the
encomienderos forced from the natives.
In 1589 there were revolts in which
tax collectors were killed.

9

A new force In the straggle for political
and religious sovereignty were the Spanish friars
who opposed the enoowienda system.

They established

the so-called "friar estates" operated by tenants
in small tracts*^
In 1907» during the first decade of the
American administration, Secretary Taft purchased
155tl98 hectares of friar lands for resale to
tenants on easy terms.

This early attempt at land

refora was inspired by the ideal of "land to the
17
tillers,”
After 15 years of American regime, tenancy
has taken a new form.

Friar lands purchased by

the government and resold to former tenants were
acquired by money lenders who became the new
landholders.
In recent years, however, the Philippine
government has passed laws establishing new
agencies with new government programs for the
specific purpose of giving "land to the landless,"
These programs involved the purchase afid resale
of estatee, granting homesteads on government
lands, and establishing settlers in governmentsupported settlements.
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One of the moet promising reform program*
initiated by the government during the late
President Eamon Hagsaysay,s administration is the
National Besettlement and Hehabilitatlon
Administration (NAHEA).

The NAREA allocates 6 or

8 to 10 hectares of land, depending upon the
18
location and agricultural suitablility.
These
farm lots are given free to settlers.

In addition,

the &ARBA provides settlers with credit facilities
for transportation, housing, subsistence, work
animals, etc., to be repaid after three years
without Interest.
To overcome farmers* resistance in moving
to resettlement areas, the agency moves settlers
from one community as a group, and as much as
oossibke, places them In contiguous areas to
effect the least possible dislocation of
family and social ties.
In spite of this attempt on the part of the
government to ease out the tenancy problem, a
considerable number of farmers still operate
farms on this basis.

Together with this, settler*

who have acquired lands through government allocation

11
have not really succeeded in operating their farm*
in a way that will bring sufficient production for
their own consumption*

This particular problem may

have to do with the general lack of information of
farmers on scientific fanning methods.

General o£ Adequate iat2JC3&£JL2a
The core of the Filipino farmer*® problem is
how to get the most out of what he has* since what
he has is very limited.

A ma^or problem* which Is

seldom recognized by government entities concerned
with agriculture* is lack of both technical and
economic information among the rural populace.
The results of research have to be
disseminated to farmers if research ie to be of
value to the imoorovement of Philippine agriculture.
Sufficiency in production* especially of
rice* could be attained if the farmers were well
acquainted with the techniques of science and
teehnologft.
The need to generate the interest of the
fanners in the importance of the various kinds
of information among rural inhabitants is shown

12
by the fact that about 90 per cent of the rural
sector of the population, which comprise 72 per
cent of the total population of the nation, are
unaware of the activities and services being
rendered by information agencies of the government#
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This may be due to the lack of interest on the
part of the farmers or the failure of the government
demonstrators to reach as many farmers as possible
during their tour of the areas#

Whatever the cause

may be. It seems apoaraent that dissemination of
information about government agencies catering
to the farmers* needs, Is one of the problems
faced in agriculture today#

The problem of lack

of Information may be the core of all the other
problems in the rural areas, and the solution to
this may mean an ultimate solution to the many
other Ills existing in these areas#
The Filipino farmer is one of the most
conservative people on earth#

Any suggestion

to change his ways, involving an uprooting of
belie*, is practically an invitation to revolutlonwhioh may not be necessarily violent.

Superstition

and ignorance perhaps have a tremendous influence
on the life and ways of the Filipino farmer#
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It is this tenacity to hold to old practices and
customs that the small farmer should be uprooted.
A

program for scientific education Appears

to be imperative in the present situation of the
country1s agriculture, where over 65 per cent of
the agricultural sector is made up of small farmers.
Of course, exposing the farmers to scientific
ways of cultivating land may not be an easy task.
There are difficulties, and many of them appear,
at this stage of the nation’s economy, insurmountable.
For example, some farmers refuse to apply
fertilizers on their crops, saying that their
fathers before them and their great grandparents,
who lived and died in the same land they are
occupying now, had never used fertilizer on their
lands.

In some parts of the country, only a limited

number of farmers use selected seeds.

Very few

know how to control and prevent or even detect
plant diseases in their early stages.
This fact has been shown in a recent study
conducted by the Presidential Assistant on
20
Community Development (PACD)
on the use of

14
Insecticide#*

In aueh study, It was found that only

one out of every five farmers learned to use Insect
control measures*

This leaves 7%% of the farmers who

do not use insecticides*

Of these, 33*S% claimed they

have no knowledge of insecticide use and its importance,
21
while 2*4J< believed that it was useless to do so*
Quite a number of farmers in the country are
not aware of the new and improved rice cultivation
practices reco mended by the Department of Agriculture
and Natural Resources*

This same PACD-initi&ted survey

revealed that 6l*7$ of the farca owners were reported
to have no knowledge of the government's promotion of
*masagana* and "margate* systems of improved rice
planting*^*

This is a stunning fact, cons! ering

that the Agriculture Department has been advocating
these rice culture practices for the past seven years*
Thus, it becomes imperative for those agencies
concerned to promote a more extensive scientific educa¬
tion program so designed as to assist farmers in improv¬
ing their means of livelihood*

1

his is the only way

to liberate them from the imprisoning shell of tradition
that hns confined theo, for centuries.
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The Filipino farmer is willing to improve his
ways, not by telling him what to do, out by showlng
him how to do it.

He has little faith in theories and

hence is suspicious of new ideas*

The effectiveness

of scientific education, therefore, depends not so
much on what you tell him as o-; what you show him.
For this reason, the use of visual aids Is perhaps the
most logical means of promoting scientific education
In agriculture*
By showing documentary films or

ctual field

demons rations on television, the task of persuading
farmers to change their views on farming methods be¬
comes easier.

With the present avail billty of the

media in the country, the government agencies concerned
perhaps should revamp their programs to meet the exist¬
ing needs of agricultural education.
It has tee

proven that the Filipino farmer

could produce more than 280 cavans of rice per hectare,
a far cry from the average 26.1 cavans per hectare.
In the latest government-sponsored rice production
contest, It was found that witn adequate scientific
information and technical guidance, it was p ssibla
to produce more than the average production of high-
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yielding countries like Japan*
Considering that a majority of Filipinos depend
on rice as their principal s aple food, the government
agricultural agencies should start a scientific program
which is geared towards increased production of this
cereal*
There are at present 2,000,000 rice fams in
different parts of the Philippines, most of which are
unable to meet local consumption demands.

In view of

<he fact that rice is an important and indlspensible
staple food, it would be important for the government
to set s primary objective of helping rice farmers
attain Increased production.
It would be Judicious, at this point, to discuss
the rice Indus ry of the Philippines In order to gain
a clearer understanding of the importance of the
cereal to the Filipino people.
Hice has been grown In the Philippines long
before Magellan

reached the islands.

Aslanss

have been enjoying the cereal for thousands of years
now.

According to archeologists, rJiee culture has been

an integral part of village life since the pre-Spanish
times.

When Magellan discovered the islands, rice was
25
the only crop cultivated

1?
Oaring those tlaes, land was abundant*

Each

Filippino Tillage produced enough rice for Its own
needs*

It was only towards the later part of the

Spanish regime, when large landholdings began to take
form that peasent-landlord conflicts developed*

The

economy of the country was then uncomplicated because
of the simple needs of the people*
Ulth the Increase of population and the develop¬
ment of a strong, unified national government, however,
the rice situation took on a new shape*

2d

Since the 15th year of the American regime In
the Philippines, the production of this cereal posed
a continuing problem to the government*

The problems

revolve around the insufficient supply of the cereal,
its price, and the condition of the tenant and small
landholders in direct conflict with the large landholders*
Efforts of the government to solve the ills of the rice
industry have continuous, but the solution seems to
be as distant as ever*'-'
Statistics show (see Table l)2? that since 1915*
the rice production of the nation has been insufficient
to meet consumption d^aands*

dice importation has

varied from year to year*
At the base of all the physical exertion for
greater production is the incessant need for the lifesustaining cereal*

About 75^ of the Filipinos depend

on rice for their dally sustenance, making this industry
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the most Important In the eountry*

Official eetlmatee

of the Department of Commerce on ixrre tments In the
rice Industry shows that It account® for more than

k0% more than any other agricultural industry in the

.

country* 28
As a staple, rice Is the cause of the co ntryvs
economic conflicts*

It is the Industry th®t shapes

the nation’s economy*
The village folks can suffer through cold nights
without blankets, without new clothes for months, or
without adequate shelter*

But they cannot suffer going

without rice for even a few days*

With the low rate

of production, this need can hardly be met*

Compared

with the production of other rioe-produclng countries,
the rate of production of rice in the Philippines is
one of the lowest*
And yet it is not totally

IT possible

for the

Filipino people to gain higher production in rice*
Without adding to the present acreage devoted to the
cultivation of the cereal, rice production can be increased*

This could be accomplished through simple

methods such as t
1*

Use of improved seeds*
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2*

Proper control of plant pests and disease#*

3*

Application of modern farm practices.

4*

Judicious use of fertilizers.

All these factors contribute immensely to greater
production not only of rice

but also of other Important

crops•
Filipino agricultural experts are aware of the
Importance of these factors* and for years teve bean
advocating them to the rural people*

let, the f®rmers

have continued to practice old methods of farming*
On the use of fertilisers alone, it was revealed
In a recent survey conducted by the government that
7S^ of the farmers do not aoply these soil enrichers
on their farms*2^ Whe

asked by interviewers why

they did not use fertilisers on their farms, a
majority of them said that they did not know how to
use them and were therefore afraid to try*

The

other farmers interviewed claimed that they were not
convinced that artificial soil enrichment can contribute
to an increase in yield*
Compared with Aslan countries like Japan, Korea,
and Formosa, the Philippines has the lowest per hectare
average in the use of fertilizer*

(see Figure lp°
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With the pre ent»te of fertiliser aDplication,
it is hard, if not impossible, for the Filipino
farmers to eqa-l the yields of farmers in the neighbor¬
ing countries#
Fertiliser anolioation is, of course, Just one
step towards solving the problem of low yield#

The

other aforementioned measures would definitely contribute
to greater production in agriculture*
More important tha* advocating the application
of recommended measures and approved techniques of
farming is that of changing the farmer’s attitudes and
beliefs by gradually educating hi ns to accept these
measures#

As was poln ed out earlier, showing the

farmer how to do things is more effective than telling
hi'a how to do them#
The problems of low income and tenancy are
cotmoh denominators of one basic problem - l^olt of
adequate scientific knowledge#

Once this is solved,

the solution to the other two problems will eventually
follow#
What should be done, therefore, is for the agri¬
cultural agencies to change their method of approach,
since they might have failed In using the printed word
as well as person-to-person communication approach#
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It Is the

ellef of the author that the use of

the film and television media to bring agricultural
Information to the rural areas would be effective means
of attacking the problems in agriculture♦
The success and effectiveness of these media
as tools of mass communication hve been proven many
times 1

many countries of the world*

Film and TV

as means of educating children as well as adults hnve
been found very useful in developing as well as In
developed countries*^

The e is no doubt that, if

properly utilised, film and TV in the Philippines will
be beneficial*
Countries like Canada* the United States, Japan,
and France b vc used and are using films and television
in almost all phases of their economic and social
activities*^2
The next chapter will discuss how other countries
hve successfully used the media of film and TV in
detail*

CHAPTER 3

22S ££ FILM AlfD FELBVIFXQN AS MASS
IC&TXO& tQOX^S JR OTHER COUNTRIES
The Impaefc of fils and television as tech¬
niques of mass communication an1 ins^ruments for
adult eduCcatlon and culture has beer expressed In
many writing of people who have specialised in the
An example of this is Gloria Waldon#s

media*
saying:

Of all the Great Revolutions in
technology since the Invention of printing,
perhaps the new techniques of mass
oonaunlcatlon (film and television) have
had the most insistent Ixp ct on our daily
lives***tPllms, filmstrips, recordings,
television, and FM broadcasting have tre¬
mendous educational possibilities for
schools, libraries churches, museums,
and homes* They can be used in
scientific work, In theraphy, In art,
in teaching* *•Soientistsuse microcamera to study motion and action.
Citizen* can see and hear In sixteen
millimeter films whet the best research
has been able to find out about social,
economic and family problems*
The merits of film and television as educative^
tools ere almost alike*
timeliness aspect.

Television provides the

Through their documentary aspect,

films, provide the means for more detailed studies*
Considerable research has bee a
effectiveness of films in teaching*
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devoted to the
Walter Amo

Wlttioh ■•md John Guy Fowlkes nave ably summarized

the results of education©1 research in this field In
their recent AMI9-Visual Pfiths to Learning,

Among

the research findings quoted by wittich an* Fowlkes
is the study unde by % Clyde Arnspi^er, which showed
the remarkable gains of children in grades 5 and 7 in
their knowledge of natural science through *:he use of
informstlve films.

In severe! studies made, ti4 tieh

and Fowlkes reported that navies dealing with people,
their casual relatlonshins, and social and economic
relations were ^ore valuble than those concerned
with dates and event sequences.
A number of studies reported by Wittich and
Fowlkes showed that film-using groups make more
intelligent Judgments and interpretations, and more
readily grasp interrelationships.
In the same book, the role of motion pictures
In the development of critical thinkin- has

een ex-

pressed thus s ^
Motion pictures do not, of themselves
develop critical thinking, but they provide
experiences particularly rich in opportunity
and material for such a development.•♦Motion
pictures portray social customs, actions,
andbehavlor so graphically and so vividly that
those who see the^ cannot avoid being conscious
observers and therefore critics.

|

2

More significant than its role in th# develop¬
ment of critical thinking is the vslue of the film in
adult education programs*

L* H* Strauss and J. H. Kidd3^

In their book Lcsflu Listen and Lea^n, summarize the
importance of films In adult group programs:
1* Films h£>ve stroup appeal* They
develop and maintain interest, and they
vlll attract youths and ndults who might
not otherwise participate in public affairs

programs
2. Films can present Information and
ideas to nonreaders# Large masbe s of our
adult population are poor readers, while an
even larger gro p is too preoccupied with
other activities bo read significant books
and pamphlets# Ihese same adults are more
easily reached with film*
3* Films can economize program time#
Because they present Ideas Inna vivid, con¬
crete and understandable form, them enable
the participants to grasp the significance
of subject presentations in much shorter
period of time than is usually possible
through the use of other of communication#
Films are used in public affairs programsJ
1* to present information
20 to provide ideas for discussion
3# to stimulate community action and
sometimes all three together*
• •* *»FI1m programs sponsored by the
government, industries and various community
organisations during the war were acknowledged ^
to fee respohsible for increased production,
war bond sales, victory garden programs and for
maintaining public morale.
The v>lue of film in an educational program had
been the subject of research studies by competent ex¬
perimental psychologists in the Army training program
during the last World War#

.

37 sammsri5;es the findings

Charles P. Hob&n, Jr*,
of these studies thus?

The rssults of the Army’s lltoracytraining program present In ©resting nnd.
valuable possibilities for an approach
to the teaching of reading and arithmetic
through the use of clo^elt correlated
films and reading materials, produced
for use one with the o-her** **it was
reported that the combined use of film
strips and readers as integral nnd com¬
ponent elements of the teaching procedures
resul ed In more tha 90 percent of the
selectees reaching acceptable standards of
reading and number skills In the short and
Intensive teaching program*
On the other hand, the imp ot of television
as an effective ve&ns of ©ass communication has been
evidenced by many successful experiments and studies,
particularly in the United States*

An exasiole of

this is’ "Operation Alphabet% a TV series of onehundred, thirty-minute lessons presented five days
a week by Station

WFJ-L-TV

In Philadelphia*38

project represents several years of
cooperative planning to answer a community need*
It has bfescn successful in lessening the illiteracy
problem in Philadelphia*
F&vorsble results in using TV as in instructional
tool have also been noted in countries like Japan,
Panama, and Africa* tfln Hawaii, television has been

2#
used with favorable response in solving certain
llsgulstic problems of the people of the state#
la the field of agricultural eduoation, a
notable example of a judicious use of

is that of

the educational television stations of the United
States*

A specific examole of this.Is the WOI-TV of
I

Iowa*

•

J. Di Callahan

ILO

describes the educational

1

programs aired in WOl-fV thus:

«

ftarmger Sichard Hull has set a
most important precendent for educational
stations in developing Iowa State Colleges
i40X«*TV so that, as he ea|rst it not only
“brings television to the people but brings
people to television*'* Housewives# children#
farmers, citizens throughout the entire area
enjoy participating in the urograms of our
country*8 pioneering school station#
Community groups appear to talk over their
problems or air their differences ou a novel
series titled *£he Whole Town1e Talking#%##
Farmers themselves demonstrate to each other
over the community series “Tele-fara Facts#*1
Such how«-you«-(lo**lt features as pruning methods#
conservation, treating ailing livestock will
eventually cover know, practices in aodern
agriculture# Demonstrations of contour
plowing and o her on-the-spot scenes are
filmed# WOI-TV undertakes research and
experimental work in cooperation wit* the
ideal informational program material for
telecasting* Its timeliness increases its
importance and value to viewers#
The United States educational television stations#

like WOI-TV# are, of course, much more advanced than
most of the developing countries of the world#
In many countries# like the Philippines, the
development of television# especially educational

2J
The tercher usualIv- sots as the troup leader
end discussion guide, although he usually has a
comalvtee to select programs to be viewed#

The teacher

as group and discussion leader plays a vital p^rt In
the auccess of the club as a means of adult education#
The effect of the tele clubs In the villages
that established them has been considerable#

Direct

results of vieving television programs have also been
reported#
According to Pasmtor,
Villagers gained interest in news
presentations, educational discussions,
and other Informative programs, and their
scope of understanding has increased# Then
several series of programs we e aired
directly at the televiewers, with participants
fros theme gro ps# These series had a great
success* They aired problems of rural life
in France and con ribu”ed to modernization
of methods of agriculture* Villagers began
to undertake cooperative ventures of buying
equ psaent, pooling re ’ounces, undertaking
improvement projects that h d long been dis¬
cussed but never undertaken*
At least in France, ther fore, it Is not a
question of devoting certain proportion of television
programs to adult education, but of so designing all
broadcasts - from variety 1 ems to discussion between
specialists on current issues - that they will impart
fresh knowledge and develop the viewer*a sense of
awareness*

Thus fror, the exaaple of the 1 portant rules
of film and television as vehicles of oonmunication
it is doubtless that a rapidly progressing country
lilte the Philippines could also profit fro3 heir use
as educational tools*
Particularly in the field of motion picture,
which is more developed in the country than television,
the Filipino farmers could, be provided with a more
extensive adult education progra??; geared to meet their
needs by showing instructional and informative films
pertaining to agriculture*
In this instance. It is worthwhile to mention
that Filipino^ particularly the *baicys crowsn (lower
class) are so much attracted to movies, irrespective
of the type and quality*

A typical uneducated Filipino

would rather spend © good two hours of his time watch*
ing a free movie %n the town *plazn* rather than spend
ten minutes listening to a lecture,

ftovies have been

generally used during political campaigns in the rural
areas in order to attract audiences*

This could be

because films attract more Interest among Filipinos
than other techniquesf

The reason for this in ere at

might be that films h^ve a subtle way of knitting group
together * of focusing group and making it more receptive

to what follows In the way of discussion or reading
or lecture*

kk

The motion picture hove much to contribute that
Is unique*

It can

chieve certain ends tetter than

any other medium*
Among the principal reasons why motion pictures
are believed to be the most effective medium in the
Philippines are:
1*

First and most obvious. It moves*

If

motion is essential to the concept to be taught,
then a goo! motion picture ca

help ret ideas across*

With the aid of the film, the steps In a process#
for instance, the steps in the process of proper rice
cultivation practices, may be readily followed; or
cause andeffect may

e shown, as the cause and dffect

of using fertilizer on farms*
2*

The sound motion picture, through dramatic

incidents, stirring music, and wisely edited scenes,
can build up attitudes towards outstanding problems,
such as the problem of how to increase production in
the Philippines.
3*

Films lend variety and interest to teaching

and to meetings*

In the rural oreas, films can be

used to supplement lectures during farmers* meetings or
seminars*

CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The preceding chapter has given us a
clear view of the role of film and television
in the field of mass communication.

More so,

it has given us substantial evidence of its
potentiality as an educational tool.

The

promising results obtained by other countries
in the use of the media should provide an
encouragement to mass communicators of the
Philippines, especially to those in the field
of agriculture.
Film and television stand today as the
most powerful media of communication.

By

capturing sight and sound, the media can create
before our eyes real or fanciful situations/
Both these media share a unique quality: that of
shared experience of their viewers.

The element

of group sharing or group focus transforms
Impressions and ideas received from the screen into
a socially dynamic experience.
This transformation of ideas from screen
to actual experience should be the ultimate goal

of any mass communication whatsoever field they are
engaged in.

For mass communicators in agriculture,

having the fanners translate message to actuality
through film or television viewing will be an
accomplishment.

If, through the proper utilization

of film and television, the Filipino farmers were
persuaded to accept innovations and practice them,
t

many of the more serious problems in agriculture
could be eased out.
The Philippines, as an emerging nation today,
faces a very serious problem of poverty caused
by underproduction.

Three of the most serious

problems have been discussed in this paper.

Of

the three problems discussed, the lack of
information is so far the least attended to.
In the Philippines, for Instance, the task
of disseminating information to farmers are in
the hand of only two agricultural entities «
the Bureau of Agricultural Extension (BAE) and
the Agricultural Information Division of the
Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

3$
Although each bureau under the Department of Agricul¬
ture has its own information section9 only the BAE
and AID are equipped with adequate communication tools.
The BAE and AID are recently created offices,
comparatively speaking.

As such, these offices

have more room for improvement.

While it is true

that the BAE and AID use the media of film and radio
in bringing about time agricultural information to
the rural areas, there seems to be little, if any,
response from their target audience.
This may be accounted for either by the
Inefficiency of their mass communication schemes
due perhaps to lack of funds, or by poor quality
and inappropriate programs they air.
For example, AID airs a five-day a week
series called "Bukang Liwayway" (Dawn), a soap
opera whose only rural aspect is its setting.
Once in a while, they plug in a one-minute com¬
mercial about the Department of Agriculture and Nat¬
ural Resources.
Similarly, the BAE has a Mobile Unit

equipped with complete film projection tools, and
yet instead of showing informative and instructional
materials to farmers, they project films ranging from
Mickey Mouse to soft*selling political propaganda.
The Mobile Unit personnel may not be responsible
for the quality of the films they show, but the
authorities concerned should choose their films
In a manner that will bring more fuultful results.
The author believes that the agricultural
agencies of the government are eesponslble for
initiating and Implementing more extensive^
educational programs designed to aid farmers
in gaining more know-how in modern farming by
way of film, radio, and television.
This agricultural information program
shfeuld Include the following recommendations:
1. The production of on film or TV of
"how-you-dooif materials such as those being
done by the ETV stations in the United States and
the National Film Board of Canada.
2. Training abroad of technicians to
specialise In film and/or television production.
3. Airing of timely and Informative agricultural
programs on television or radio such as those being

presented by WOI-TV of Iowa.
4. Distribution of valuable informative printed
materials to supplement visual materials being
projected.
5. In areas where viewing of television is
limited by lack of TV sets, organization of
community tele clubs such as thos of France.
6. Production of documentary films which
will Inform the rural public of the many
governmental services being rendered for them.
The production of such films should perhaps, be
undertaken first to Indoctrinate farmers who may
not be aware of the government services being
rendered to fill their needs. *

X X X X

* An example of a script of a documentary
film written and recommended by the author is
given in Appendix A.
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AVERAGE RATES OF APPLICATION OF

FERTILIZERS FOR RICE ADOPTED IN SO HE COUNTRY
COMPARATIVE

A?P£rJVif A
poaEwoao
"operation Orassrxjte* Intends to
enph&else the valuable contribution of the
Action Team of the Department of Agriculture
and Natural aesoureea in uplifting the social
and economic conditions existing In the rural
areas* It also alms to encourage sore active
participation of the rural populace In the
rural Improvement programs being undertaken
In those areas* Indirectly, it points out to
the rural people the need to initiate among
themselves more effective measures to Improve
their conditions through the spirit of
cooperation and unity*
Except for those Indicated in the
script, the sound effects will be provided
for by the sound effects man* The music
director will provide the necessary back¬
ground music*
This film Is Intended for the Filipino
audience', particularly the farmers* The
insertion of explanatory notes in the script,
therefore. Is to help acquaint the reader with
the Filipino setting*

Q$mmm QM&mom
( A 30-mlnute Documentary )

Charactersi
A plant pest and disease control
officer
A soil technologist
A home demonstrator
An agricultural extension worker
A fertilizer agent
Opening Scone*
FADE IK to
EXT* 1* L* 3* of shore of
Manila Bay*
Sundown.
EXT* Cut to
2# Film sequence of children,
some naked, some half*
dressed as they playfully
search for clams In the
littered seashore*
EXT* Tilt up to
3t M*L*S* of deserted
"te&neas* (boats) lined
on the docks above the
shore*
EXT* cut to
A* The children playing*
Two children spot a
clam and wildly run
towards Its direction*
Camera follows them*
EXT*
5* K*S* of the two children
as they scramble for the
clmm* They engage In a
near-flst fight*

Sound of tide beating on
the shore*

EXT.
6* C#U# of the entldren
showing the® In A
deplorable condition*

Commentatori
Confusion reigns In the
country today * * •

EXT* Cut to
7* N.S* of same children*
Three of them run to¬
wards a cement dike
where an old man sits*
Camera follows them*
The children gather
up their day*8 *eateh%
wave their friends
•good-bye*, and run
away and out of frame*

Commentators
• • • poverty# Ignorance,
hunger - all these compound
the situation further Into
a national tragedy from which
there seems to be no
deliverance*

EXT* Dolly In to
8* C*09 of old man
sitting on the dike*
He etretches lazily
as he watches the
ehildren go*
EXT* Dolly out to
9* M*C*U* of
man as he
old cigar
yawns and

Commentators
And the tragedy of It Is
that the old generation,
the one whioh has brought
the nation to the brink of
ruin have grown tired of
world*

the old
lights an
stub# rises,
walks away*

EXT. Cut to
10* M*S* of a naked boy
shllouetted against
the setting sun* He
opens his arms as If
to welcome the waves*

Commentators
But beyond the seashore,
along the shorelines.

EXT. Cut to
11* H.S* of U.P* College
of Agriculture^
bronze •carabao**
(water buffalo) statue*

Commentators
* * * is a r&y of hope*

EXT* Diasolye to
12* L*S* of young college
boy and. girl walking
towards the catsous
hall*

I&T* Cut to
13* US* of C.P* College
of Agriculture hallway*
Students rush In and out
of front door*
14* H*L*S* of boy and girl
walking towards camera
and away fro« it*
Other students are
In background*

Commentator!
tfe are fortunate that these
Filipino youth will be the
future builders of the nation

EXT* Cut to
15* M*S. of male student
seated under a tree
In the campus#
16* Camera follows the
same student as he
rises and walks
towards the university
hall entrance*
EXT. Cut to
17* M*S# of same student as
he enters the ‘‘Action
Teem" headquarters*
EXT* Cut to
18* C*U* of headquarters
sign nailed on the
doortop*
IKT* Cut to
19# K* C.tf* of training
officer as he outlines
something on the map
pasted on the black bond*

Coma enta tort
For the young have another
horizon before them and a
rare opportunity to make
this horizon even brighter*

Proa P#0#V* of training officer*

XUT* 20. M.S. of action taaa
trainaea as they Jot
down notes*
Cut to

Coamentatort
These are the action teas
members who hare banded
themselves together to
answer the desperate calls
of the rural areas*

21* M*C#U* of training
officer as he |K>inte
to some details on
blackboard*

Ikf. Ct*t to
22* ft.L.S* of teas aeabers
as they listen intently
to training officer*
II*T* 23* C.U. of young man

Com®entatort
Plant pest end disease
control experts * • •

2b. c.c* of young woman

Extension workers • • •

25. C.U. of young man

Fertiliser experts • • •

26. C.U. of young woman

fioas demonstrators * * *

27* C.U. of young man

Soil technologists * * *

X&T* cut to

28* X»*3 * of the group in
the roo® with the
training officer*
IKT* Cut to

29* SSil technoloftlst
looking at soas
soil samples* A
senior soils expert
is behind guiding hla*
EXT* Cat to
30* M*3* of home demonstrator
on a trial survey guided
by senior home demonstrator*
HIT* Cut to
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S«9* of laboratory
where pest and disease
control exoert makes some

Dissolve toI

32*

of fertiliser
trainee being briefed
by fertilizer expert#

Dissolve tot
33« M#S« of soils trainee
studying soil sample
from demonstration plot#
A senior soils expert
stand beside his#
Dissolve tot
34# M*S* of the action
team receiving last
briefing from heed
of action team#
Dissolve tot
35# L#S# of the team as
they leave headquarters#
EXT# Cut to
>6# K#S* of the team as they
Commentator1
board aim!ting government
After a thorough training
wagon*
they are ready to offer
their skills to the
people of the villages#
EXT# 3?. H#L.S. of the
wagon as it pulls
away and out of
frame#
Dissolve tot
38# D#S# of the village Commentator!
of Malitbog# This is the village of
Halitbog#
EXT# Cut to
39# M*L*S# of children
shabbily clothed
playing in the
street with mudpies#
The street is ridden
tilth Utter*

EXT* cut to
40# L#3* of another part of
the Tillose »treat.
Slovenly dressed man and
woman are idly seated in
a comer tlenda (store)
as they chat to pass the
day away*

Commentatori
Resigned to the deplorable
conditions they cannot
seem to fight, the
villagers have no
aspirations to Improve
their lives.

EXT# Dissolve to
41# H#S* of farmer burning
his sugarcane field#

Commentatori
And so they live onin ignorance and poverty#

EXT# Cut to
42# PI#S* of farmer plowing
his field with the aid
of water buffalo and
hand-drawn plow#

Commentator*
Unculture and uneducated
they cling to age-old
traditions and practices#

EXT# Cut to
43# h*L#S# of farmer and
his family hand-weeding
their rioefield#
EXT# Cut to
44# M.S# of boy laslly
laying on the back
of his carabao In
a rleefield#
EXT# cut to
45* C#U# of old man
blowing smoke on his
prized cock#
Dolly out to
46# M#S# of the same
man with other
men seated on the
street sidewalk as
they huddle over th%
cock#

Commentatort
Uncaring and nonchalant,
they allow their children
to wallow in ignorance#

Dolly out to
4?# L«S* of village street
showing the same group
of men squatting on the
sidewalk* Some children
run about in the middle
of the street*

Commentatort
This Is the village • •

Cut to
EXT* 48* L*S* of wagon carrying
the team moving towards
Commentator!
the camera and past it* This is the team who
will answer their needs
Cut to
EXT* 49* fUS* of municipal
building* Sign
^Mailtbog Municipal
H&llm Is seen* Standing
In front Is the town
mayor with some town
officials and the newly
arrived teaa*
50* M*S* of the whole group
as they enter the door
of the municipal building*
Cut to
IftT# 51* H#3* of the mayor,s office*
He briefs the team about
the village*

Cut to 1
EXT# 52* M*S« of team1s village
headquarters*
Mailed
on the post In front
of headquarters is
the sign "Action Teaa
Headquarters*"

Cut to
EXT* 53* fc*s* of teaa with their
luggage as they go to
their respective quarters*

Cat to
5**# P*G*V* of agriculturist
standing by ths window of
his quartsr, of
setting sun*
FAi)E GUT
FADS IS to
BXT* 55* X^*S* of field as the sun
slowly rises*
Cat to
EXT* 56* C*U* of cock crowing*
Arabesque out tot
57* C*U* of cake vendor
crying oat his wares*
58* M»S* of cake vendor*
He carries two baskets
hanging at the end of
a bfUBboo pole across
his shoulder*
59. US. of o.armelft
(horse-drawn carriage)
as It comes towards the
camera and pulls out of
frame*
Cut to
EXT* 60* M*S* of five children
idly standing In
front of a shack*
One picks up a top
and spins it on the
ground*
Arabesque cut to
EXT* 6l* M.S* of the team standing
in front of their head¬
quarter ready to begin
their work*

Dissolve to
EXT* 62* M*S* of agriculturist
talking to a farmer in
the field*
Dissolve to
63* Soils expert talking to
a farmer in a ricefield*
Dissolve to
64* f!*S* of home demonstrator
talking to a housewife*
Her (motherfs) small
children eye the demonstrator
suspiciously*
Dissolve to
65* M*S* of fertilizer
expert showing some
charts to a group of
farmers*
Dissolve to
66* H*3* of extension agent
talking to a family in
a small hut*
Dissolve to
6?* M*L*3* of home demonstrator
talking to neighborhood
mothers* They listen to
her with interest*
Dissolve to
63* C*U* of soils expertfs
p^l® holding some
soil samples*
Dolly out to
69* h*S* of soils expert and
a group of farmers
listening to him*
Dissolve to
70* Fast control expert and
some farmers standing In
the middle of a rice field*

Dolly In to
71* M*3* of p#«t control
expert end famero*
Peat control expert
examines a rloe plant
and pick® up something*
Cut to
72* C*U* of pest control
expert•s hand holding
a rice stemborer*
Cut to
73* H*S* of peat control
exoart explaining
life cycle chart of
etemborer* Farmers listen
Cut to
7&* M*S. of pest control
expert holding an
Insecticide spray
In his hand*
Cut to
75* C*U* of sprayer In
action*
Dolly out to
76* H*&* of pest control
expert and farmers*
Expert shows farmers
how to operate sproyer
to fsrrsers*
Dissolve to
77* H.L*S. of soils
expert showing
farmers how to
dig an irrigation
canal*
Cut to
78# Soils expert and
farmers digging
irrigation canal*

Cut to
T9* M#S* of water from
creek rushing out
and through the
Irrigation canal*
Dissolve to
80# Home demonstrator
teaching housewlyea
how to cut pattern*
for their dreseee#
Dissolve to
81* M*S# of extension agent
demonstrating her
culinary skill to
village women*
Dissolve to
82* C.U* of fertilizer
sack*
Dolly out to
83* M*S* of fertilizer
expert and farmers*
Fertilizer agent
Instructs them (farmers)
on the proper use of
fertilizer*
Cut to
84. M.S* of fertilizer agent
and farmers In an Informal
gathering* Fertilizer
agent shows graphs and
charts on recommended
fertilizer rate and use*
Gut to
85* Fertilizer agent and
a farmer In a rlcefleld*
Fertilizer agent teaches
the farmer how to apply
fertilizer*

Dissolve to
86* M*L*3* of agriculture soils Comnentatori
expert and villagers clearing
Sometimes It takes
the street of dirt and litter, willingness to work
with the people to
gain their cooperation
Dissolve to
8?» tf.L.S, of pest control
expert helping a villager
build fence around hi#
Dissolve to
88* of extension agent
showing housewives how
they can rsake use of
kerosene cans for garbage
disposal.
Dissolve to
89. M.b# of fertilizer
expert digging
street canal so as
to rake a free water
passage.
FADE OUT
FADE xU to
90. C.U* of lechon
(a whole Wroecued
suckling pld) as It is
turned around ove1* a
pile of live charcoal.
Dolly out to
91* H.3# of man dressed In
lechon.
Cut to
92* K.L.S. of a group of gay
men and women all dressed
op for a fleata. A Aagara
backyard court decorated
with crepe paper and cut
banana trees) is seen.

Cut to
93* *US# of ronlalia (string b^nd). *Hipa Hut* tune is heard*
Cut to
94# 11*8. of the teas all dressed
for the fiesta*
Cut to
95* W*L*3* of team as
they enter danara*
They seat themselves
with the people who
are sitting on bamboo
benches awaiting for
the orograsE to start*

Commentator!
Working can be dull without
fun* The colorful
pageantry of a barrio(vlllag!
fiesta can provide a change
of routine and a chance
for enjoyment*

Cut to
96* l**S* of children
dressed in costumes
for the program*
Cut to
97, h.s. of
as they play a lively
tune*

Tune of *Bahay Kubo** Is
heard*

Cut to
98* M.S. of village head
as he delivers a speech*

Cut to
99* I»*S* of villagers
clapping after
village h€sdfe

speech*

Speech of village head up
and under fort
Commentatori
For their unselfish
dedication to the oeople9
the volunteers receive
a heartwarming message
of gratitude*

Cut to

100

of gardon show
booth* The pest and
disease control expert
conducts the showing
of exhibits*

Cut to

101

L*3# of village women
watching local fashion
show conducted by the
extension «uent*

Cut to

102

of the long dinner
table in the damaxtu
Leohon is seen in the
oenter of the table*
Pilioino dishes and
fruits adorn the rest
of the table*

Cut to
103

&.L*S# of people eating*
The team are seated with
the people*

Dlasolvo to
104

M#S# of a belfry of the
village chapel*

Cut to
105

Chiming of church bells*
pulling the chrchbell ^
ropes*

Cut to

106

C*tl* of village patron
saint before the altar*

Dolly out to
107* H*S* of priest

Choir singing#

saying 'mss.

Cut to
108# P*C#V# of priest
at altar, H#3,
of team as they
kneel In prayer*
Fade out
FADE 18 to
EXT* Night
10#* L*3* of gay Dewey
Boulevard in Manila#
Multi-colored neon
lights aline the streets*
Night clubs and dining
places are along the
boulevard* Jeepneys and
cars add spice to the
night life In the city#
Cut to
110* M.S* of aaa sitting
stolidly in front of
a roulette wheel* He
has stacks of chips
in front of him# The man
has a touch of grey in his
temples*
Cut to
111# M#S* of a portly matron
laughing hysterically as
somebody tickles her a£
the ribs in a wild party*

CommentatorJ
Th<*y h®v© their moment with
Cod
to strengthen end
guide them to fulfill
their vows of service to
their fellowmen#

Cut to

112* C«U*'Of a politician
seated in a dlaly-llt
portion of a night club#
He holds a whispered
conversation with his
companion9 a delegate
to a polltloal convention*

CommentatorI
These are the scenes of
todayfs society • its actors
from a tired, callous
generation*

Dolly out to
113* H«S* of the politician*
A waitress cuddles near
hla and seductively
strokes his hair* Among
the durroondlngs are
political favors being
traded for money and
flesh*
Cut to
114* An H*S* of an elderly
oouple engaged in a
drunken spree in a
nightclub* They evoke laughter
hysterically as they gulp down
their drinks*
Dissolve to
115* H*S* of pest control expert
spraying rlcefield*
Cut to
116* 8*S# of home demonstrator
knitting plasties bags
as village women work with
her*
Cut to
11?* M*S* of soils expert
studying soil sample
in the headquarter
makeshift laboratory*
Cut to
118* M*8* of fertiliser expert
applying fertiliser in a
field.

Commentstori
But there exists another
scene* These Individuals
spend a portion of their
lives working for a cause
for which some of their
elders died* *

Cat to

X19« 4-way spilt screen
showing scenes 115*116,117
and 118*

FADE OUT TO BLACK,

B^D

Commentatori
These are the youth
who build with powerful
fc*n4a, a great republic.
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